Common Tasks Took Less Time with a Chromebook Powered by an Intel Core m3 Processor Compared to Chromebooks with Intel Celeron or Arm Rockchip Processors, PT Finds

Principled Technologies releases report: For tasks such as encoding HD videos or posting to Instagram, an Intel Core m3 processor-powered Chromebook enabled Principled Technologies to finish faster compared to a Chromebook powered by an Intel Celeron N3150 processor or a Chromebook with an Arm Rockchip processor.

Durham, NC (PRWEB) September 18, 2017 -- Consumers looking for a new Chromebook for personal use would benefit from a system that lets them do more with their time. Principled Technologies carried out tasks in popular Android apps using three Chromebooks powered by the following processor models:

- Intel Core m3
- Intel Celeron N3150
- Arm Rockchip

According to one of the two reports, an Intel Core m3 processor-powered Chromebook could help consumers “spend more time doing what you love.”

For example, PT posted a video to Instagram 1.1 minutes faster with the Intel Core m3 processor-powered Chromebook than when using an Arm Rockchip processor-based Chromebook. With the Intel Core m3 processor-powered device, PT also encoded an HD video 1.1 minutes faster than with a Chromebook based on the Intel Celeron N3150 processor.

To learn more about how a Chromebook powered by an Intel Core m3 processor could benefit consumers, see the following reports:

- facts.pt/wXw3zF
- facts.pt/jaNfB9
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